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ABSTRACT
Every day, hundreds of millions of new Tweets containing
over 40 languages of ever-shifting vernacular flow through
Twitter. Models that attempt to extract insight from this
firehose of information must face the torrential covariate
shift that is endemic to the Twitter platform. While regularly-
retrained algorithms can maintain performance in the face
of this shift, fixed model features that fail to represent new
trends and tokens can quickly become stale, resulting in per-
formance degradation. To mitigate this problem we employ
learned features, or embedding models, that can efficiently
represent the most relevant aspects of a data distribution.
Sharing these embedding models across teams can also re-
duce redundancy and multiplicatively increase cross-team
modeling productivity. In this paper, we detail the com-
moditized tools and pipelines that we have developed and
are developing at Twitter to regularly generate high quality,
up-to-date embeddings and share them broadly across the
company.

Introduction
Most Machine Learning algorithms operate on vectors. How-
ever, many entities’ natural vector representation is very
sparse or high-dimensional. For example, text is often rep-
resented as a series of sparse one-hot vectors, graphs are
often written as highly-sparse adjacency matrices, and pixel
representations of images and videos are high-dimensional
and over-determined.

Unfortunately, many powerful models work best on low-
dimensional dense entity representations. To address this
mismatch, researchers have developed a variety of meth-
ods for generating embeddings or low-dimensional learned
representations. These methods compress sparse or high-
dimensional structure into small information-dense vectors.

For example, linear embedding techniques like in [Mikolov
et al. 2013] [Abdi and Williams 2010] extract low-dimensional
latent vectors from large and sparse matrices and neural net-
work techniques like in [Shin et al. 2016] extract nonlinear
structure from redundant high -dimensional signals.

Recently, there has been a great deal of research on gener-
ating embeddings for arbitrary entities and employing them
in production Machine Learning systems. For example, the
authors of [Covington et al. 2016] use entity embeddings to
simplify the Youtube recommendation problem. In addi-
tion, the authors of [Wu et al. 2017] describe an algorithm
for generating generic entity co-embeddings.

In this paper we introduce the embedding algorithms and
tools that we are developing to simplify Machine Learning

at Twitter. First, we present some of the challenges that
are unique to Twitter. Next, we describe the tooling that
we have created to simplify embedding generation across
teams at Twitter. We conclude with a discussion of the best
practices for developing reusable Machine Learning systems.

Unique Challenges of Twitter Data
Twitter’s platform presents a variety of unique challenges to
any Machine Learning system. The amount of data to con-
sume is massive (the so called firehose): every day, Twitter’s
300+ million monthly active users author several hundred
million Tweets. Further, because of Twitter’s focus on real
time information dissemination each Tweet needs to be pro-
cessed and delivered to users within microseconds.

Second, due to the myriad of text-based content, the pres-
ence of largely disjoint Twitter “interest groups”, and Twit-
ter’s skewed follow graph (such that most nodes have only a
few edges while some have tens of millions), most Machine
Learning algorithms at Twitter naturally operate on sparse
data. This can make training models particularly difficult
[Xiong 2007] and force teams to rely on algorithms like bin-
ning or feature hashing.

Third, the distribution of Twitter data is in constant flux.
Topics that are trending now might essentially disappear in
weeks, days, or even hours. For example, a specific event like
an election or game may dominate conversations for a short
period of time, and then die out. The detrimental effect of
this kind of covariate shift on performance in described in
[Sculley et al. 2014] [Quionero-Candela et al. 2009].

We demonstrate this effect by computing the percent over-
lap between this week’s most popular 5K @ mentions, linked
websites, hashtags and words, with those that were most
popular last week, a month ago and a year ago (Figure 1).
We observe that especially for mentions, linked websites,
and hashtags, the frequency of overlap drops off quickly. A
model trained a month ago will have been trained with less
than 50% of today’s most popular hashtags.

In addition to this coverage dropoff, the meanings of words
also change over time. This is not only a problem at Twitter:
lingual shift is endemic to any text-based online platform.
To see how this is problematic, consider a model that accepts
text as inputs, where the text is represented as a series of
word embeddings [Mikolov et al. 2013] [Mandelbaum and
Shalev 2016]. As words shift in meaning, word vector mod-
els become stale and degrade the performance of all models
that depend on them. To illustrate this effect, we trained
a series of skipgram word embedding models over the last
several years of Tweet data and observed that certain word



Figure 1: Examples of different data shift in the Twitter
ecosystem

relationships changed dramatically over that time period.
We show some clear examples in Figure 2.

Luckily, we can employ entity embeddings to solve all
three of these problems. First, since entity embeddings are
low dimensional, they reduce the computational load on Ma-
chine Learning models across teams. Second, since entity
embeddings are dense representations of sparse structure,
they naturally work well with most Machine Learning ap-
proaches. Third, since regularly retrained embeddings nat-
urally represent the most relevant aspects of data distribu-
tions, embeddings can reduce the impact of covariate shift
on Twitter.

Machine Learning Platform
Unlike hand-crafted features, which are generated by rule-
based algorithms, learned embeddings are themselves out-
puts of models. These models must be trained from data,
regularly retrained and benchmarked alongside the models
that they are used with and served at scale. We are de-
veloping a series of tools that make it simpler for teams to
customize, develop, access and share embeddings.

Workflows
At Twitter, we have integrated Airflow [air 2015] into our
technical stack in order to manage complex Machine Learn-
ing workflows. Airflow allows us to replace the glued-together
ad-hoc scripts that form most Machine Learning workflows
into reusable programmatic components. Importantly, the
various components can be very different in nature. For
example, many embedding pipelines include both Scalding
(Twitter’s Scala Map-Reduce library) for data collection
and DeepBird (Twitter’s Python Deep Learning library) for
training. By defining a pipeline and scheduling it to reg-
ularly execute, we are able to maintain fresh embedding
models and win the battle against data distribution shift.

Figure 2: Word vector embeddings trained on Tweets writ-
ten during different time periods show significantly different
relationships between words.

In addition, establishing a “workflow” abstraction for all of
the components of an embedding pipeline makes it easier
for engineers to reason about the pipeline as a whole, rather
than as a series of complex components. Furthermore, since
each pipeline is built from modular components it’s sim-
ple to adapt embedding generation pipelines into larger sys-
tems. In order to support end-to-end hyperparameter op-
timization, we have also integrated Airflow with Whetlab
[Jasper Snoek and Adams 2012].
To give an example, our Word2Vec pipeline consists of the
following steps:
• Execute a series of Scalding jobs to collect recent Tweets,

concatenate them into conversations, identify commonly
used words and phrases, and form skipgram pairs.
• Execute our DeepBird Co-Occurrence Pipeline to gen-

erate word vector embeddings and publish them to the
Feature Registry (See ”Co-Embeddings”).
• Run benchmarking tasks on the trained embeddings

and post the results.
This pipeline is fully automated and scheduled to run at
regular intervals.

Feature Registry
We are in the process of rolling out Feature Registry, a cen-
tral feature management store that allows teams to easily
manage and share extracted features, including entity em-
beddings. It provides a unified access layer for any kind of
raw, derived or learned feature (Figure 3), thereby abstract-
ing the complexity of feature generation and streamlining
the model construction and deployment process. Features
for each Twitter entity, such as users and Tweets, are stored



in the Feature Registry and made available for easy access
by any model that operates on that entity.

Although this abstraction significantly simplifies the pro-
cess of integrating fresh entity embeddings into model, there
is a case where this abstraction breaks down. In many deep
learning tasks it can be convenient to incorporate embed-
dings directly in the computational graph so that they can
be fine-tuned at training time, rather than consider them
as model features [Cho et al. 2014]. To address this we are
enhancing Feature Registry to store and serve pre-trained
embedding lookup tables and embedding generation mod-
els in DeepBird format such that any team can seamlessly
integrate it into their models.

Figure 3: Feature Registry abstracts feature complexity so
even features like embeddings can be easily used.

Feature Registry is also integrated tightly with Airflow,
which allows us to automatically publish new versions of
embeddings and their respective benchmarks to the Feature
Registry. This kind of centralized feature sharing tool dra-
matically reduces the effort required for teams to develop
Machine Learning pipelines.

Embedding Benchmarking System
Unlike with a classification or regression model, it’s noto-
riously difficult to measure the quality of an embedding.
One of the reasons for this is that different teams use em-
beddings differently. For example, while some teams use
user embeddings as model inputs, others use them in near-
est neighbor systems. To mitigate this problem we have de-
veloped a variety of standard benchmarking tasks for each
type of embedding. Every time an embedding is retrained it
is automatically re-evaluated on these benchmarks, and the
results are published in the Feature Registry along with the
embeddings. Some examples of the task we include in our
benchmarking are:
• User Topic Prediction. During onboarding, Twit-

ter users may indicate which topics interest them. The
ROC-AUC of a logistic regression trained on user em-
beddings to predict those topics is a measure of that
embedding’s ability to represent user interests.
• Metadata Prediction. Certain users provide their

demographic information (such as gender, age, etc).
The ROC-AUC of a logistic regression trained on user
embeddings to predict this metadata is a measure of
how well that embedding might perform on a down-
stream Machine Learning task.
• User Follow Jaccard. We can estimate the similar-

ity of two users’ tastes by the Jaccard index of the sets

of accounts that the users follow. Over a set of user
pairs, the rank order correlation between the users’
embedding similarity (as determined with a similarity
metric like Dot Similarity uv, Cosine Similarity uv

‖u‖‖v‖
or Euclidian Similarity 1 − ‖u − v‖) and their follow
sets’ Jaccard index is a measure of how well the em-
bedding groups users.

See Table 1 for some embeddings’ results on these tasks.

Relationship Graph Embedding Tools
Entities on Twitter are naturally organized in relationship
graphs. For example:
• Twitter’s “follow”relationship forms an unweighted di-

rected graph between users.
• Tweets are nodes in an undirected weighted graph

where the weight of the edge between Tweet A and
Tweet B is the number of users who like both A and
B.
• An unweighted bipartite graph connects users and ad-

vertisements such that each edge in the graph repre-
sents a “click”.

Although many teams at Twitter can benefit from inte-
grating these relationship graphs into their models, they are
often extremely sparse and high dimensional, which makes
them less suitable inputs to downstream Machine Learning
algorithms. To address this, we have developed a suite of
tools for embedding the nodes of these entity graphs into vec-
tor spaces. Each of these tools interface with our Machine
Learning Platform such that new embeddings are automat-
ically benchmarked and their generation Workflows can be
easily configured to regularly rerun and publish to the Fea-
ture Registry.

By encouraging this kind of common-tool structure, each
team can benefit from the embeddings that others produce,
and each new embedding becomes easier to create as teams
develop infrastructure that interfaces with the core Machine
Learning Platform.

Affinity Graph Embeddings
Many directed entity relationship graphs can be represented
as a series of (source, destination, weight) tuples. Our Affin-
ity Graph Embedding tools operate on these tuples to assign
embeddings to each source and destination entity such that
the inner product between a source entity’s embedding and
a destination entity’s embedding is correlated to the weight
of the edge connecting them.

One algorithm that we employ to assign these embeddings
is Low-Rank Matrix Factorization. Say we represent an
affinity graph with the matrix A such that A’s rows rep-
resent sources, A’s columns represent destinations, and el-
ement i, j is the weight of the connection between source i
and destination j. Then if we factorize this matrix into the
low rank matrices U, V such that UV T ≈ A, the ith row of
U is an embedding for the ith source entity and the jth row
of V is an embedding for the jth destination entity.

Consumer-Producer Engagement Embeddings
On Twitter, users are classified into one of two roles based on
their behavior patterns: Producers and Consumers. Produc-
ers are users who have relatively large numbers of high qual-
ity followers, e.g. celebrities, activists, or politicians, while
Consumers are all other users. Our Consumer-Producer



Consumer-Producer SVD TFW Matrix Factorization TFW-Producer Co-Occurrence

User Topic Prediction ROC-AUC: 0.813 ROC-AUC: 0.626 ROC-AUC: 0.656
Metadata Prediction ROC-AUC: 0.827 ROC-AUC: 0.798 ROC-AUC: 0.818
User Follow Jaccard Spearman ρ: 0.522 Spearman ρ: 0.314 Spearman ρ: 0.298

Table 1: The performance of various embedding methods on our Embedding Benchmarking System tasks.

embedding pipeline regularly gathers and organizes engage-
ment data (e.g. Likes, Retweets) between Consumers and
Producers to assemble a set of (user, producer, engagement-
count) tuples and assign embeddings to Twitter Consumers
and Producers. These embeddings are powerful low-dimensional
representations of user’s content preferences on Twitter.

Browser-TFW Interaction Embeddings
Before many browsers are used to sign up for Twitter, they
have already interacted with Twitter on websites with em-
bedded Twitter content, known as Twitter for Websites (TFW)
domains. Similar to Consumer-Producer engagement em-
beddings, we can learn TFW embeddings by factorizing the
browser-TFW interaction matrix. Since this data is avail-
able during users’ sign up flow, TFW domain embeddings
can be particularly useful for any team that would like to rec-
ommended content to new users for whom few other strong
signals exist.

Co-Occurrence Graph Embeddings
Some entity relationships are better represented in terms of
“co-occurrences” rather than affinity tuples. For example, a
co-occurrence between two Producers could be an instance
of a Consumer liking tweets by both Producers on the same
day.

At Twitter Cortex, we have developed a generic Co-Occurrence
Embedding system (similar to [Wu et al. 2017]) that can
generate embeddings for entity types e1 and e2 from a set
of (e1i, e2j) co-occurrence pairs such that the similarity be-
tween two entities’ embeddings is indicative of their co-
occurrence likelihood.

The pipeline integrates with Workflows, so engineers can
easily implement pipelines to regularly generate new co-
occurrence pairs and retrain the embeddings. The system
performs the following algorithm to pull the embeddings for
entities that tend to co-occur closer together, and push em-
beddings for entities that rarely co-occur apart:

1. Construct the embedding matrices E1 and E2, where
the ith row of E1 (E1i) and the jth row of E2 (E2j )
correspond to the embeddings for e1i and e2j respec-
tively.

2. For each pair of entities (e1i, e2j), select a group of
”negative samples” Se2 from the set of e2 entities and
perform an SGD step to maximize the function

logσ(E1iE
T
2j ) +

k∈Se2∑
logσ(−E1iE

T
2k )

There are three ways that we can use this pipeline to
generate entity embeddings:

1. We can co-embed two entity types based on a co-
occurrence criteria between them, such as the Consumer-
Producer example above.

2. We can co-embed entity types e1 and e2 by represent-
ing e1 as a “a bag of features”, defining a co-occurrence
criteria between e1’s features and e2, and assigning e1’s
embeddings to be the weighted average of it’s feature
embeddings.

3. We can embed a single entity type according to a co-
occurrence criteria. For example, in [Mikolov et al.
2013], Mikolov et al used this strategy (known as skip-
gram in this context) to generate word embeddings
based on the co-occurrence criteria that two words ap-
pear near each other in a document.

Use case (2) is particularly robust in situations where we
need to model new items in realtime, since we can compute
new embeddings with just a table lookup and a vector av-
erage. For example, we can use (2) to co-embed users and
Tweets by representing Tweets as bags of words, and defin-
ing the user-word co-occurrence criterion as “word appears
in Tweet that user likes.” This strategy allows us to quickly
compute new Tweet embeddings that we can directly match
with existing user embeddings.

We can also use (2) to generate embeddings for new users
based on the TFW domain interactions of corresponding
browsers. If we define a (TFW domain, Producer) co-occurrence
event between domain r and Producer p as an instance of a
user who follows p and whose corresponding browser visits r,
we can use this to generate embeddings for new users that lie
in the same space as the embeddings of existing Producers.

Discussion
In this paper we describe the tools and algorithms that
we have constructed at Twitter to facilitate generating and
sharing embeddings. Many teams at Twitter have seen sig-
nificant performance gains from incorporating these embed-
dings into their models, but even more important is the in-
crease in modeling efficiency that centrally located, regularly
refreshed embeddings can provide.

There are few consistent guidelines and best practices for
developing reusable Machine Learning systems, but we be-
lieve that tools and algorithms which facilitate modularity
and collaboration - such as Workflows, Feature Registry, and
the Embedding Benchmarking System - help mitigate Ma-
chine Learning’s inherent pitfalls. By abstracting away the
complexities of model building, these tools can allow Ma-
chine Learning to scale.
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